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Aladin v11
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Detailed info on what's new in Aladin: http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/java/FAQ.htx#ToC1

Tree panel 
for data 
collectionsc

Visualization 
panel

Panel for
loaded 
tables, 
images and 
catalogues



Simbad & Vizier info
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* By clicking the right button → Astronomical object exploration (Simbad & VizieR)
* Hitting the blue text will open a new page in your browser pointing to Simbad



Load in region / CDS X-match
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* Overlay/phot: draw a 
circular region

*Load catalogue from the 
left hand panel “by region 
& MOC” → this will load 
all sources in the 
catalogue withing the 
region drawn

*Load another catalogue 
from the left hand panel 
“by CDS Xmatch”) → this 
will cross-match both 
catalogues in the region 
drawn and load the result



Time controller
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Time plot
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* Catalog → create a scatter/time plot
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       HIPS
●  Hierarchical Progressive Survey

● Visualize a survey “a la Google maps”. 

● Multi-scale view of images with capability to 
zoom and pan on any region.
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              MOC
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               MOC

Advanced Aladin. 

* Coverage/Load the 
coverage (MOC) of the 
current survey
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1
0                 MOC

Advanced Aladin. 

* Coverage/Logical operations

How to know the area in common between two surveys?
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1  Mosaic builder

Advanced Aladin.  

* File/Open Server 
selector: load images in 
a specified region

*Image/Mosaic image 
builder: create a mosaic 
with the loaded images
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1
2 Arithmetic operation

Advanced Aladin.  

* File/Open Server 
selector: load 
images in a 
specified region

*Image/Arithmetic 
operation: operate 
between loaded 
images to create a 
new image
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3  RGB builder

Advanced Aladin.  

* File/Open Server 
selector: load images 
in a specified region

*Image/RGB image 
builder: create a RGB 
composite image
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4  Blink/movie

Advanced Aladin.  

* Image/Blink-movie 
generator: creates a 
blinking image or movie 
with loaded images
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5 Load instrument FoV

Advanced Aladin.  

* File/Load 
instrument FoV: load 
the Fiel of View of an 
instrument in the 
specified region
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6 Tools / Remote tools / Tools / Sextractor

Advanced Aladin.  

* Tool/Remote 
Tools/Tools/           
S-extractor: extract 
sources (position 
and photometry) in 
an image
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7                 Filters

Advanced Aladin. 

* Catalog/create a filter
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